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A FIXED POINT THEOREM,

A PERTURBED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION,

AND A MULTIVARIABLE VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATION

BY

DAVID LOWELL LOVELADY

ABSTRACT.   A fixed point theorem is obtained for an equation of the form

u = T[p, / + GLuJJ.  This theorem is then applied to a functionally perturbed or-

dinary differential equation of the form u'kt) - f(t)  + A(t, u(t)) + G[uJ(t); u(0)=p,

and, as a consequence of this, Fredholm integrodifferential equations of the form

z'(t) = /(t) + <p(t, z(t)) + f- a(t, s)co(z(s))ds, z(0) - p.  Applications are also made

to a multivariable Volterra integral system

iij(s, t) = gj(s, i) + I      j     F[ux(x, y), u2(x, y), u^(x, y)]dydx

u2(s, t) = g2(s, t) + j     F[uj(s, y), u2(s, y), u^s, y)]dy

u^(s, t) = g5(s, t) + j     F[ux(x, t), u2(x, t), u^(x, t)]dx,

and, as a corollary to this, a differential equation of the form

- u(s, t) =f(s, t) +F\u(s, £),— u(s, t),— u(s, t)\,
dsdt L "s dt J

u(s, 0) =4>(s), u(0, t) =>/<«).

These last two equations are set in a Banach space so as to allow applications

to integrodifferential equations such as

d2 / d â \
- iz(s, t, z) = f(s, t, z) + HI z, u(s, t, z), — u(s, t, z),— u(s, t, z)\

dsdt \ ds dt )

r\      ( d d \   ,
+  I     K[z, r, u(s, t, r),— u(s, t, r),— u(s, t, r)\ dr,

JO     \ ds dt /

u(s, 0, z) m o-(s, z),  u(0, t, z) = T(t, z).
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72 D. L. LOVELADY

I. Introduction.   In studying functional differential equations of the form

(D «'(/)- fit) + Ait, uit)) + G[u\it),       a(0) = p,

one frequently considers the problem as a perturbation of the ordinary differential

equation

(2) tz'(i) = git) + Ait, vit)),       v(0) = q.

If T is a function having the property that v = Tlq, g] (where  v, q, and g ate as

in (2)), then any solution  a of (1) satisfies  a = T[p, f + G[u]], i.e., a is a fixed

point of the mapping described by  w —► T[p, f + G[w]]. This point of view has

been exploited by many authors, both for perturbed differential equations and for

perturbed Volterra integral equations (see, for example, R. K. Miller, J. A. Nohel,

and J. S. W. Wong  [13], [14], Miller  [11], [12], M. Z. Nashed and Wong [16], and

S, I. Grossman and Miller  [4]).

In   §11  we  shall develop a fixed  point  theorem designed  to include

not only (1) but also other applications.  The results concerning (1) will be applied

to Fredholm integrodifferential equations of the forms

(3) z'it) = /(/) + <pit, zit)) + J~ ait, s)ùjizis)) ds,       ziO) = p,

and

(4) z'it) = /(/) + chit, zit)) + f~ Kit - s)coizis)) ds,       ziO) = p.

In §IV we shall obtain existence and uniqueness results on prescribed rec-

tangles for integral equations of the form

Ujis, t) = gj(s, i) +  fS   i    F[aj(x, y), a2(x, y), u^ix, y)]dydx,

(5) u2is, t) = g2is, t) +  f    F[aj(s, y), u2is, y), u^is, y)]dy,

«3(s, /) = g3is, t) + CS F[aj(x, t), zz2(x, t), a3(x, t)]dx,

and, as corollary to this, differential equations of the form

uis, t) -fis, t) + F\uis, t), —- uis, t),—uis, t)\,
ds dt J

uis, 0) = cbis), uiO, t) = if/it).

Such integral and differential equations have been studied under a variety of

hypotheses by W. Walter  [17], [18], [19] in finite-dimensional spaces. Our primary

assumption will be the continuous Fre'chet differentiability of the function F from

the triple product of a Banach space into that space.  The technique here is sim-

ilar to the linearization technique developed by Miller  [12]. The corresponding

(6) dsdt
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ordinary differential equation has been studied by J. Dieudonne' [3, Chapter 10,

§4]. It will be indicated at the end of §IV that the Banach space setting of (6)

permits the realization of information about equations such as

uis, t, z) = fis, t, z) + HÍz, uis, t, z), — uis, t, z), — uis, t, z))

(7)

dsdt ds dt

+ K[z, r, uis, t, r), — uis, t, r),— uis, t, r) ) dr,
Jo    \ ds dt J

uis, 0, z) = ais, z), uiO, t, z) = At, z).

II. A fixed point theorem.  In this section we shall take <Xj  and X2 to be

Banach spaces with norms  R x  and  /I-,  respectively.  If  d is a positive number

then OjW) will be that subset of X x to which  p belongs only in case jl,[p] < d,

and v2(d) will be the analogous subset of X2. Let  T be a function from I] x

A2  to  A2, let  G be a function from  A2 to A~2, and suppose that   T[0, 0] = G[0]

= 0.  Let  ß be a number and suppose that

n2[T[p, a - tu, g}} < ßnx[P -q] + ßn2[f-g]

whenever  (p, q, f, g) is in Ax x Ax x &2 x A2. Suppose that  G is  of higher

order in the sense that if f is a positive number then there is a positive number

8 such that

n2[G[f]-G[g]}<Ai2[f-g]

whenever  (/, g) is in o2(S) x t>2(ô).

Theorem 1.   There are positive numbers  77 and a such that, if (p, /) is in

0,(77) x o2^' ¡ben there is exactly one member u  of o Ao) such that u =

T[p, f + G[zz]].   Furthermore, if R  is that function from 0^(77) x o^iy) to o2io)

having the property that  R[p, f] = T[p, f + G[R[p, f ]]] whenever (p, /) z's in

vxir]) x Sj^'T')' then R   is continuous.

Proof.  If  ß = 0, the theorem is trivial, so assume that ß > 0.  Find a posi-

tive number  o such that J12[g[/] - G[gW < (1/4/3)712[/ — g] whenever  (/, g) is in

S2(<7) x S2(ct).  Let 77 = o/Aß, and let  (p, /) be in §,(77) x §2(77). Let  K be the

function from o2(ct) to J-2 given by  K[g] = T[p, f + G[g]]. Suppose that g is in

S2(o-). Now

n2[K[g}] < ßnx[p] + $n2[f] + ßn2[G[g}]

< o/A + a/A + a/A < o,

so   K maps  o2(cr) into  o2(cr). Suppose that  (g, h) is in  v2(o) x o2(o"). Now
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n2[K[g] - K[h]} < ßn2[G[g] - Gib}] < il/4)ïl2[g - h].

Thus  K is a contraction, and there is exactly one member u of e>2io) such that

u - Tip, f + G[a]]. This continuity of  R is now easy to see, and the proof is

complete.

Note that the coup de grâce in the proof of Theorem 1 was administered with the

contraction principle. With this in mind it is clear that Theorem 1 could be gener-

alized along the lines of more sophisticated fixed point theorems  (see, for ex-

ample, M. A. Krasnoselskii  [5], Nashed and Wong  [l6], or the recent work in

linear topological spaces of G. L. Cain, Jr., and Nashed [l]). For our present

purposes Theorem 1 as stated will suffice. Note also that  rj and  o were chosen

so as to ensure that Jï2[a] < í3o)/4.  This is not necessary for the success of

Theorem 1, but will be useful below, in Theorem 4.

A useful special case of Theorem 1 is the case in which  T is simply a func-

tion from   X2 to J~2, 7*[0] = 0, and

n2[T[f]-T[g]}<ßn2[f-g]

whenever (/, g) is in A2 x &2. In this case, let  T* from Xj x A2 to Ji2 be

given by   T*[p, f]= T[f], and Theorem 1 applies. Also, in this case, it is clear

that 7i2iu] < a/2.

III. A functional differential equation. Let   Y be a Banach space with norm

|, and let  R    be the set of all nonnegative real numbers.  Let i>C be the set

to which  / belongs only in case / is a bounded continuous funtcion from  R    to

V, and, if / is in  $<2, let /[/] be the least number c such that   \fis)\ < c when-

ever s is in   R  .  Let A be a continuous function  R   x Y to  Y, and suppose that

Ait, 0) = 0 whenever  t is in  R  .  Let zzz_ be that real-valued function on   Y x Y

described by

zzz   [p, q\=   lim     íl/8)í\p + 8q\ - \p\).
8—0-

Let p be a continuous real-valued function on  R  , and let G be a function from

%£ to %£.  We will find conditions  (Cl), (C2), and (C3) to be useful.

(Cl) There is a number ß such that

exp

whenever   t is in   R  .

lf'o pir)dr'\ + ¡[ exp[£ pir) drj ds < ß

(C2) If (t, p, q) is in  R+ xY xY then

m   [p - q, Ait, p) - Ait, q)] < pit)\p - q\
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(C3) G[0] = 0, and  G is of higher order.

Theorem 2.   Suppose that each of (Cl), (C2), and (C3)  is true.   Then there

are positive numbers 77 and o such that if (p, f) is in  Y x £<- and \p\ < 77 and

/[/] < 77 then there is exactly one member u  of mC such that }[u] < o and such

that (1) is true whenever t is a positive number.

Equations similar to (2) have been studied extensively by R. H. Martin, Jr.

[9], [10], [ll] under a variety of hypotheses related to condition (C2).  It follows

from  [7, Theorem 5] that  (C2)  implies   (2) can be solved locally uniquely, and

the addition of (Cl) ensures that solutions, as far as they can be continued, are

bounded. This author and Martin   fe] have extended this to show that (C2) implies

global existence for (2). In particular, if both (Cl) and (C2) hold, it is then the

case that if (q, g) is in   V x m(~- then there is exactly one member v of J)(_ such

that (2) is true whenever / is a positive number.  Our definition of higher order

is the same as that of Grossman and Miller  [A, Definition 2], and Theorem 2 is

related to, but independent of, [A, Theorem 4]. Note that if / is a function from a

subset of  R    to   Y, if c is in the domain of /, if /_(c) (the left derivative of /

at  c) exists, and if Q is given on the domain of / by Q(t) = |/(i)|. then  Q_ic)

exists and Q_(c) = 7tz_[/(c), f_ic)] (compare [2, p. 3]). Note also  [7, Lemma 6]

that if  (p, q, r) is in   Y x Y x Y then  "2_[p, q + r] < 7zz_[p, q] + \r\.

Indication of proof of Theorem 2.  Let  T be that function from  Y x $C to SC

having the property that if iq, g, v) is in  Y x i>C x JK- then  v = T[q, g] only in

case v'it) exists  and (2) is true whenever í is a positive  number.  Let ß

be as in (Cl).  In light of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that

][T[P, f] - T[q, g]] < ß\P - q\ + ßj[f - g]

whenever (p, q, f, g) is in   Y x Y x ÍBC x SC  Let (p, q, f, g) be in   Y x Y x ÍBC

x 8C, let u = T[p, f], let v = T[q, g], and let   P be given on  R    by  Pit) =

\uit) - vit)\. Now, if  / is a positive number,

P'_it)  =   77Z_M/) -  Vit),   Uit) -  V'it)]

= m_[uit) - vit), Ait, uit)) - Ait, vit)) + fit) - git)]

< piÙPit) + l/W - git)\ < pit)Pit) + ][f - g\.

Hence   [6, Theorem 1.4.1, p. 15],

\uit) - vit)\ = Pit)

< \p - q\exp I" fa pir) dr~\ + /[/ - g] j'Q exp [f^ pir) drl ds

<ß\p-q\+ß][f-g\
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whenever / is in  R  .  Thus  /[a - v] < ß\p - q\ + ßj[f - g], and the proof is com-

plete.

We shall apply Theorem 2 to a Fredholm integrodifferential equation.  For the

remainder of this section, let   Y be the set of all real numbers, normed by absolute

value.  Let 0 be a continuous function from  R    x Y to  V, suppose that  (/>(/, 0)

= 0  whenever  t is in   R  , and suppose that if  t  is in  R     then the function from

V to   Y described by   s —► (</>(/, s) - spit)) is nonincreasing.  Now (C2) holds,

for  cb.  Suppose that (Cl) is true.   Let   a be a continuous function from   R    x R

to  y, let d be a positive number, and suppose that f^\ait, s)\ ds < d whenever

/ is in  R  . Suppose also that if \t, \, _0  is an  R  -valued sequence with limit

/0 then lim >_oo/0° | Q.(z;0, s) - ait,, s)\ ds = 0. Suppose that u is a continuous

function from   y to   y, suppose that there is an open neighborhood about 0 on

which  cu is continuously differentiable, and suppose that czj(0) = oj (0) = 0.

Theorem 3.   There are positive numbers  r¡ and o such that, if ip, f)  is in

Y x JJ& and \p\ < t¡ and ][f] < j], then there is exactly one member z of ÍBC

such that ][z] < o and such that (3)  is true whenever t is a positive number.

Corollary 1.  Suppose that k is a continuous function from  Y  to  Y, and

suppose that  J"°°    |k(s)| ds  exists.   Then the conclusions of Theorem 3 are true

with respect to (4).

Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 3, and we shall not exhibit a

proof for it here.

Proof of Theorem 3.  Let  G from SC to JsC be given by

G[/>](/) = Í00 ait, s)coihis))ds.
J o

In light of Theorem 2, it suffices to show that  G is of higher order. Let í be a

positive number.  Let  «5 be a positive number such that if  / is in   L- 8, 8] then

oj'it) exists and is in   [- (/d, e/d]. Now   |cu(/) - w(s)| < ic/d)\t - s\  whenever

each of  s  and   / is in   [- 8, 8]. Suppose that   (/, g) is in  ÍBC x AC and  /[/] < 8

and  ][g] < 8. Now, if  í is in   R  ,

\ Ç°° ait, s)ojifis))ds - f~ ait, s)Ugis))ds\

<r \aít, s)\\ojífís))-ojígís))\ds

< Wd)j[f - g] J7 M'- s)\ds < (Ñ - «1.

and the proof is complete.
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IV.  A Volterra integral equation. In this section we shall treat the Volterra

integral equation of the introduction.   Again, let  Y be a Banach space with norm

| |. Let  Y    denote the product   Y x Y x Y with norm N given by  /V[(pj, p2, p,)] =

max!|pj|, |p2|, |p,| I- Suppose that   b is a positive number, and let  L be the set

to which  g belongs only in case  g is a continuous function from  [O, b] x [0, b]

to   Y.  If g  is in   C let  ][g] be the least number  c such that   \gis, t)\ < c when-

ever  (s, t) is in   [0, b] x [0, b\. Let   F be a continuous function from   V    to   Y,

suppose that  F[(0, 0, 0)] = 0, let D be an open set in   V3 containing (0, 0, 0),

and suppose that  F is continuously Fre'chet differentiable on  D (we mean Fre'chet

derivative in the sense of  [3, p. 149]).

Theorem 4. There is a positive number r¡ such that, if (g., g2, g A is in

C x C x C and j[g] < 77 whenever i is in [1, 2, 3!, then there is exactly one

member iu., u2, uA of C x L x C such that equations (5) are true whenever

(s, t)  is in  [0, b] x [0, b].

Corollary 2.   There is a positive number 77 such that if each of (i)  and (ii)

is true then (iii)  is true.

(i) Each of <p and <A  is a continuously differentiable function from [O, b]

to  Y,   p  is in  Y,   (f)(0) = t/KO) = p,   \cbis) + ifrit) - p\ < 77/2  whenever (s, t) is in

[0, b] x [0, b],  |cS (s)| < 77/2 whenever s  is in  [0, b], and \ip (/)| < 77/2   whenever

t is in [0, b].

(ii) /  is a continuous function from  [0, ¿>J x [0, b\  to  Y having the property

that if (s, t) is in [0, b] x [0, b] then each of J0 Jq/U, y)dydx, ¡s0fix, t) dx,

and J"'  fis, y)dy  has norm not exceeding  r]/2.

(iii)  There is exactly one continuously differentiable function  u from

[0, b] x [0, b\  to   Y such that uis, 0) = cbis) and uiO, t) = if/it) whenever is, t)

is in  [0, b] x [0, b] and such that

-zz(s, /) = fis, t) + F   luis, t), — uis, t), -—uis, t))
sdt LV ds dt /.

whenever is, t)  is in  (0, b) x (0, b).

First we comment on how Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 4, and then we

prove Theorem 4.  Suppose that  <p,ip, p, and  / are as in  (i) and (ii) of Corollary 2.

Let  (¿>i> t?2' £3) i"       x      x       ,3e i?iven by

gxis, t) = cbis) + ifjit) - P + jl f0 /(x< y^dydx,

g2is, t) = Cb'is) +jlo fis, y)dy,   g As,  t) = ifj'it) + fo fix,  t) dx.
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Now /[g¿] < r¡ whenever z is in |1, 2, 3}, so Theorem 4 applies. Let (a,, a2, uA

be as in the conclusion of Theorem 4. Now clearly «j(s, 0) = </>(s) and zz,(0, r) =

if/it) whenever  is, t) is in   [0, b] x [0, b]. Also,

r3s

= uAs, t)

— «j(s, i) = 0'(s) +  f    /(s, y)fiy + j     F[(aj(s, y), a2(s, y), a3(s, y))] dy
ds J " ^ "

and, similarly, id/dth^s, t) = u^is, t) whenever (s, /) is in  (0, b) x (0, b). Thus

• ajU, t) = /(s, /) + F[iuxis, t), u2is, t), «3(s, t))]
dsdt

= /(«, /) + F   ( aj(s, /),— zzj(s, t), — aj(s, z1))

whenever  is, t) is in  (0, b) x (0, ¿>). If, on the other hand, v is another function

satisfying (iii) of Corollary 2, then the triple  iv, dv/ds, dv/dt) satisfies Theorem

4 with the above selected  (gj, g2, gA, so  iz = uv  It is now clear that Theorem 4

includes Corollary 2.

Proof of Theorem 4.   Let z4  be the Frechet derivative of  F at (0, 0, 0), i.e.,

A is a continuous linear function from   Y    to  y and

\AttpV Pv M - F\Xpv Pv P3)l|/^C(p1, p2. pA] — 0

as   /V[(p,, p2, pA] —► 0.  Let C    denote the product C x C x C with norm /,

given by  /3[(g,, g2, gA] = max l/tg,], ][g2], /[g3]i- Let zzz be a number such

that zzz > 1 and such that  |A[(pj, p2, p3)]| < zzz/V[(pj, p2, pA] whenever (pj, p2, p3)

is in   Y .  Let  R be that continuous linear function from C   x C    to CJ having

the property that  (izj, v2, vA= R[igy g2, gA, iwv w2, wA] only in case

Wj(s,  /) = gj(s,  /) +  f     j     A[(tzzj(x, y), uz2(x, y), z^3(x, y))]ziytix,

iz2(s, /) = g2is, t) + j     A[(mzj(s, y), z^2(s, y), z^3(s, y))] ziy,

and

^3(s. ') = g^s> t) + f    z4[(tzz1(x, /), zzz2(x, /), w^ix, t))]dx

whenever is, t) is in  [0, b] x [0, b]. Now let X be the norm on C3 having the

property that if igv g 2, g3) is in  <23 then X[(gj, g2, gA] is the least number c

such that e~2m(s+')N[(g1(s, i), g2is, t), g^is, t))] < c whenever (s, i) is in

[0, b] x [0, b]. Now K is clearly an equivalent norm to /3, and, since  zzz > 1, a

computation almost identical to the computation in  [18, p. 11] shows that
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K[R[igy g2, g3), ivy v2, vj\ - R[igy g2, g3), Wy w2, wA]]

< il/2)K[ivx, v2, vA - iwy w2, wA]

whenever iigy g2, g?), ivv v2, v?), (wx, w2, w^)) is in C3xC3x C3. Hence

there is a continuous linear function  T from LA to C3 such that T[igx, g2, g A]

= R[(gi> Í7< g*)' T[(gi> í?2* S 3^ whenever (g,, g2, g?) is in  C3. Now, since   T

is linear and continuous, there is a number /3 such that  ] AT[igy g2, g A]] <

ßJ^gy g2> g^ whenever igy g2, g?) is in C3. Choose  ß > 1.

Let  G be that function from C3 to C    such that if ((iZj, v2, vA, (wy w2, wA)

is in (_   x C3 then  (tz., v2, vA = G[(izz,, w2, w A] only in case

vris, t) =  .S   .     [FtdiZjU, y), uZjGc, y), iz^U, y)]

- A[iwxix, y), w2(x, y), w^ix, y)]]dydx,

v2is, t) -   .     [F[iwxis, y), w2is, y), w^is, y))]

- A[iwxis, y), w2is, y), w^is, y))]]dy,

and

v^is, t) =  P [F[(iz/j(x, t), w2ix, t), w^ix, t))]

- A[iwxix, t), w2ix, t), w^ix, t))]]dx

whenever is, t) is in   [0, b] x [0, b]. Clearly now  G[(0, 0, 0)] = (0, 0, 0). Suppose

that f isa positive number. Let  c = max je, b   \. If ipy p2, pA is in D, let

F ipy p2, pA denote the Fre'chet derivative of  F at  ipy p2, pA. Now, by con-

tinuity of  F , there is a positive number 8 such that if ipy p2, pA is in  Y   and

N[ipy p2, pA]<8 then  (pj, p2, p,)  is  in   D   and the  operator norm of

F (pj, p2, pA- A does not exceed  t/c. Hence  [3, (8.5.4)],

\\-F[ipv p2, pA] - A[ipy p2, p3)]]

- [F[(qv q2, ?3)] - A\\(qv q2, qj]]\

< ie/c)N[ipy p2, pA - iqv q2, qj]

whenever each of ipy p2, pA and  iqv q2, <?3) is in   V3 and  N[ipx, q2, qA] < 8

and  iV[(í7|, í72, qA] < 8. It is now clear that

/3[Gl(tZj, v2, vA] - G[(uzj, w2, w^)]] < (]A\ivy v2, vA - iwx, w2, w^)]

whenever each of iv., v2, vA and  iwx, w2, it/ ) is in C3 and /3[(t^j, f2, vA] < <5

and  ] Aiw x, w 2, w Ai] < §. Thus  G is of higher order. Choose   77 and  a as in the
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proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that (g v g2, g?) is in C3 and /3[(gj, g2, gA] < 77.

Now there is exactly one member (ap u2, a?) of C3 such that /3[(zz,, u?, a,)]<a

and such that

(hj, zz2, zz3) = T[(gj, g2, gA + G[iuv u2, uA]].

This member (¡/j, a2> uA of C clearly satisfies equations (5). The proof, how-

ever, is not yet complete since we as yet have uniqueness only with respect to a

subset of C  .

Suppose that  Hgv g2, g A, (tz,, v 2, v A) is in C3 x C3,  /3[(gj, g2, g A] < 8,

and  ivy v2, vA = T[(gj, g2, g?) + G[(tZj, v2, vA]]. To complete the proof it suf-

fices to show that ] ^[iv y v2, v A] < o. Suppose that there is   (s, t) in  [0, b] x

[0, b] and   i in  ¡1, 2, 3} such that   \v{is, t)\ = o. Let zi be the largest member of

[0, b] such that  N\ivxis, t), v2is, t), vAs, t))] < o whenever is, t) is in  [O, d) x

[0, d). Now   |iz.(0, 0)| = |g2.(0, 0)| < 77 = o/Aß < o whenever  i is in  |1, 2, 3} so d

is positive (recall that we chose ß > l). Let C   be the collection of all contin-

uous functions from  [O, d] x [O, d] to  Y, and define  C     , T  , /,, and  G   analo-

gously. Now /* [T*[ih*, b* , h* )]] < ßj* [ib* , h*, h*)] whenever  íh*, h*, h*) is

in t*\ and J*[G*[ih*, h*, h*)]] < U/Aß)]*[ih*, h*, h*)] whenever  ib*, h*, h*)

is in <2*3 and J*[ih*, h*, h*)] < o. If  i is in  |1, 2, 3|, let g* and  v* be the re-

strictions of g. and  v-, respectively, to  [O, d] x [0, d]. Now

* r/  *     *     *\-i      r*i'T'*rz  *     *     *\     /-*rz  *     *     *\ni
/3 Ut'ii rz2' y3^ = /3 L'   ^Si' §2' S3 ' + G "vi> v2* v-,)\\\

< /3Kgi' z§2' /§*)] + J*[G*[iv*, v*, v*)]]

< o/A + o/A = a/2.

Thus, if  i is in  |1, 2, 3 i, and (s, t) is in  [0, zi] x [O, d],

\vis, t)\ = \v*is, t)\

< N[(tz* is, t), v\ is, t), v* is, t)] < /* [iv*, v*, v* )] < 0/2.

So we have a contradiction, and the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.

It should be noted (see, in particular, the work of W. Walter  [17], [18], [19])

that a wide class of partial differential initial value problems can be rephrased

into the language of multivariable Volterra integral equations, and hence can be

dealt with by the methods we used in Theorem 4 and Corollary 2. Note also, in

Theorem 4, that  iuy u2, uA "depends continuously"  on  igv g2, g3) and hence,

in Corollary 2, u, du/ds, and  du/dt  "depend continuously"  on  cb, tfj, cb ,\fi ,

and /.

Corollary 2 can be used to solve some classes of integrodifferential equations

which can be written as partial differential equations over an appropriate space
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of functions.  Consider, for example, equation  (7).

Let  R be the set of all real numbers, let S be the interval  [0, 1], and let

Y be the set of all continuous functions from  S to R, normed with the supremum

norm.  Let H be a continuous function from  SxRxRxR to  R, and let  K be a

continuous function from  SxSxRxRxR to  R.  Let H 2, H,, and  H .  denote

the partial derivatives of H with respect to its second, third, and fourth positions

respectively, and let K-, K., and K, denote the partial derivatives of K with

respect to its third, fourth, and fifth positions respectively. We suppose that each

of H 2, H -, and  H 4  is continuous from S x fi x R x fi to  R, and that each of

K-, /(and K    is continuous from  SxSxRxRxR to  R. Suppose also that

Hiz, 0, 0, 0) = 0 and   /¿K(z, r, 0, 0, 0)dr = 0 whenever z in in  S.  Let  Fj be

given from   V    to  Y by

FT^P\> P2> pA]iz) = Hiz, pj(z), p2U), p3U)),

and let  F2   be given from  V    to  V by

F2[(pj, p2, pA]iz) = Jo Kiz, r, Pj(r), p2ir), p^ir))dr.

Let   F = Fx + F2.

Suppose that z is in  S, and each of xx, x2, x-, c., c2, and  c.  is in  R. Now

the mean value theorem tells us that there are members   dy d2, and   d-   of   R

such that   \d .\ < |c.|  whenever  i is in ¡1, 2, 31 and such that

|[f/(z, xx + Cy x2 + c2, x   + cA — Hiz, Xj, x2, x3)]

- LcjW2(z, xx, x2, xA + c2H-iz, Xj, x2, x ) + c^H^iz, Xj, x2, x )]|

<  \HÍZ,   Xj  + Cj,  X2  + c2,  X-  + cA - HÍZ,  Xj  + Cj,  x2  + c2,   xA

- c^H^iz, xx, x2, x?)|

+  \HÍZ,   Xj  +  Cj,   X2   +  c2,   xA - Hiz,   Xj   + Cj,   X^   X3)

- c2H^iz, Xy x2, x?)|

+     \HÍZ,      Xj      +    Cj,      Xj,      X,)    ~     HÍz,      Xy      Xj,      xA    ~     C jH Az,      Xy      Xj,      X,)|

=      |f/4(z,      Xj      +     Cj,     Xj     +     C2,      X-      +    dA    -     H^ÍZ,      Xj,      Xj,      X,)||c,|

+ |W3U, Xj + Cj, x2 + d2, x?) - W3(z, Xj, x2, x3)||c2|

+ |W2(z,  Xj + dy X2, Xj) - H2ÍZ,  Xy  x2, x3)||cj|.

This computation, the observation that each of H 2, H -, and  H 4 is uniformly con-

tinuous on compact subsets of its domain, and the observation that each member
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of  Y has range a compact subset of R, shows that  Fj is continuously Fre'chet

differentiable. Similarly, F2 is continuously Fre'chet differentiable, so  F is con-

tinuously Fre'chet differentiable. Note that if  ipv p2, p ) is in   y3, and  B is

the Fre'chet derivative of  F at  ipy p2, pA, then  B is given on   y3 by

3

Biiqv q2, 93)](z)= L Hk+¿z> Pi(2)> p2iz), p iz))q iz)
fe=l

3  rl
+ Z  J0 Kjfe+2^z' r> Pl(r)' P2W' P^r))qkir)dr.

k = \

Clearly now (7) falls within the scope of Corollary 2. One final word here: Sup-

pose that  b is a positive number and g is a continuous function from  [O, b] x

[0, l] to  R. Suppose also that g1( the partial derivative of g with respect to its

first position, is continuous from  [0, b] x [0, 1] to  R. Let h be the function

from  [0, b] to  y given by hit) = git, ). Now h is continuously differentiable and

b it) = gj(i,   ) whenever  / is in  [0, b]. This is well known and can be easily

seen from a mean value theorem computation similar to the one above. Note that

this shows how to restrict  o and  r of (7) so as to satisfy (i) of Corollary 2.
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